Introduction
The analysis in this paper is set at the intersection of the traditional architectural canon exemplified in the architectural treatise by Leon Battista Alberti 2 and the analysis of space as argued by thinkers who have analysed space in relation to power, where space itself can become the extension and the resource of authority and control. 3 They have all in their own way argued that in its physicality and dynamic complexity, space is more than a setup in the service of power, as places create specific 'affordances'. 4 Places thus acquire traits and embody possibilities for action that are dormant in the environment, that are often objectively measurable and that can affect the conditions under which social control can be exercised and conflicts taken up and maintained.
Even underlying geographical and geological aspects such as land or sea, plains or mountains and climatic variations on a fundamental level have effects on social relationships, power, supremacy and practices as well as on institutions and the dynamics of life within the city. In this context, Lucien Febvre 5 provided a model of thinking of specific spaces shaped by power that in turn condition it. This has been an important breakthrough in thinking about history and space, an approach that was subsequently disseminated through the scholarly journal Annales, which Lucien Febvre ran jointly with his colleague Marc Bloch. 6 The leader of the second generation of this school of history, Fernand Braudel, has written a work on The Mediterranean that considered the past of this part of Europe within the Annales' socio-economic analysis.
In this extensive study, Braudel recounted a number of critical issues about the Mediterranean legacy for the rest of the world. 7 According to him, the inheritance of Mediterranean culture included cities and urbanism amongst other discoveries such as the cultivation of crops, monotheistic religion, language, laws, state, the written word and the instruments of chronology. Later on, Michel Foucault's studies of institutional enclosures and their spatiality provided another model for scrutiny that unravelled the dynamics of his power-knowledge concept, enabling us to think and to understand not only the structural logic of the effects of spaces such as fortification walls, prisons and schools but also churches, hospitals and enclosures in general. 8 The city as the crystallised configuration that concentrates, generates and produces relational networks
The emerging perception was that the city has always been part of a series of relational networks that took centuries to evolve: religious, commercial, artisanal, educational and others. 9 During this time a form of dependence, an unacknowledged association, was established between the city's physical and spatial entity and the life of its inhabitants. Mutual relationships of cognition, exchange and possibilities for action have been central to the way in which life in the city unfolds, and the way in which it came to influence attitudes, knowledge, relationships and the politics of city space. The associations, correspondences and their relationships to architecture and the physicality of urban structures alluded to here have not been systematically studied within the traditionally conceived discipline of political science, because political scientists have often disregarded the physical context of buildings and the city. 10 Michel Foucault's legacy has altered this perception. He outlined the scale of the epistemological necessity to break up the traditionally assumed boundaries of knowledge and disciplines in order to disengage the statements into their original 'event' mode, as they had 'originally irrupted' as é noncé s. 11 In doing so he opened the way for the statements to be rewritten into new unities of discourses. Foucault argued that as in the taxonomy of Buffon or Linnaeus, discursive order exists beyond books, in the systematic layout of museums and collections and in the practice of observing and classifying living beings and other natural and social phenomena. Foucault called these new unities discursive formations, defining them as essentially a system of dispersion that emerges between objects, statements, concepts, or thematic choices, where one can establish a regularity, a correlation, positions and functioning or transformation.
12
As pointed out in Paul Hirst's reading of Foucault, the building or group of edifices can be regarded as a complex structure of discourse-practice in which objects, entities and activities are defined and constructed within the domain of a discursive formation. 13 In this way it becomes possible gradually to bridge the gap between theory and physical/ spatial constructs, between the realm of ideas and the material world. It is possible to do so by means of analysing how discourses enter into construction and how buildings or groupings of urban structures
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Walling and the city: the effects of walls and walling within the city space Gordana Fontana-Giusti become statements. This position allows for freedom to open traditionally 'parcelled' knowledge and consider new questions, problems and enquiries. As such it is potentially productive within urban design studies when considering the city as the hub of a series of diverse networks subject to constant repositioning. 14 The legacy of grasping ideas and matter was understood and explored further in the work of Manuel De Landa who synthesised historical changes within geology, biology and linguistics into history. 15 Based on developments in the sciences of dynamics, and drawing from Deleuze and Guattari, De Landa traced the actual interplay of matter and energy through human population in the last millennium, and came to interesting conclusions about entities such as cities. He was able to demonstrate how a specific dynamics of competition between European cities was an important factor in explaining why great countries such as China or the Islamic empires were subjected to European domination despite their early economic and technological command. This conquest is not seen as the result of 'progress' intelligently masterminded in Europe, but as the effect of cities drawn in 'mutually stimulated dynamics of competition involved in arms races' that intensified the accumulation of knowledge, technologies and certain institutional norms and organisation. 16 The city and its history are therefore mobile, only partially stable and dependent upon networks of inventions and movements within languages, economy and technology. The dynamics of practices and knowledge that occurred on the level of European urbanities was that critical instance, the decisive 'node' responsible for the continent's long-lasting dominant position. 17 In exploring the specificity of European cities, the dynamics of walling is identified as one of the key instances in the history of urban space. Of particular concern here are the proceedings within architecture and urbanism of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The Annales school's recognition of intensive urban growth in Europe from the twelfth century onwards was significant. These emerging habitats contained a heterogeneous population whose association with the city remained unresolved.
18
As Jacques Rossiaud points out: the cities and towns were vast necropolises for the rural world and consumed their rapidly replenished human raw material at an unprecedented rate.
19
The cities' influence greatly surpassed their demographic quantity as they became sites for new schools, new merchant systems, diversified crafts, trades and their markets. Cities were also often designated capitals by the princes, where the population still had to respect the basic feudal system, while emerging new hierarchies had to be acknowledged. According to one fourteenth-century authority on the problems of the emerging urban life, 'the populace needed to be taught the skill of living among many '. 20 This statement, not devoid of anxiety, reveals the conditions that will remain to be of concern during the Quattrocento as well.
21
In fifteenth-century Italy, urban growth prompted the development of architectural theory and practice determining certain notions and systems in building cities with legacies that have held for centuries. The key topos in both theory and practice was the definition of a set of design rules for the building and positioning of edifices within walled cities.
From the first urban settlements, the experience of the walled city's culture has been shaped by the interaction with the very condition it created: the set of controlling power relationships derived from the spatial requirements imposed by the defensive city walls where all other walls were secondary. Not to acknowledge this condition and the importance of its effects and its dialectics, to take it as 'natural' and 'common sense', would be to miss and falsify the conditions of the emergence of urban life and its space.
This condition relates to what has been described as the effects of the exoskeleton by Manuel De Landa. By exoskeleton he meant the sum of bricks, stones and mortar involved in the walls of the walled city. The author argued that the role of this mineralised 'outer skeleton' was similar to its internal counterpart: to control the movement of human flesh in and out of towns' walls.
22
The role of walls in directing the flows and shaping public space is therefore a decisive function. On an immediate empirical level, walls are an architectural element, a piece of structure. As such they stand for separation, division and exclusion that on a social level give way to hierarchy and inequality. Walling has been practised for centuries and millennia, from its emergence in the ancient Middle East, spanning across the building of mediaeval city structures, to the practice of building thick walls for Renaissance edifices as well as the walls of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century civic and state institutions.
From its inception, the wall marks a line that divides people into 'us' and 'them', thus articulating spaces and as a consequence the relationships between the inhabitants. For people within, even a flat wall delineates a 'concave', 'hugging' space, while on the outside the wall leaves the other exposed in an always 'convex' external position. These alignments have never been neutral. The physical enunciation of the walls has always been a blueprint for the development of a series of relationships based on authority, supremacy and control.
The walled public space is very different from the open columnar space of the agorae and stoae of antiquity. The ancients favoured columnar and inter-columnar spaces as they created concave configurations that supported their way of life and their collective memory (Fig. 1 ). In the words of a contemporary sociologist, it was enough to walk around the ancient city and learn about its citizens and their everyday life displayed in front of your eyes. 23 The ancients did not consider that flat, thick, opaque walls were a suitable background for the social life of the polis. The space created by walls is hard and resists the free play of configuration and movement provided by columns. The robust structure of walls suggests solidity and creates the physical set-up of opposition by keeping the other on the other-opposite side. Additionally, the walled space can suggest a journey parallel to its structure and a progress that is linear. In delineating for opposition, or in marking the sharp linear journey, walls often intimidate and daunt. They highlight the recognition of fragility and suggest vulnerability.
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At the same time and probably for the same reason of frailty, humans admire and often adore the intimidating, resilient and solid structures of walled cities. We love their articulation of elements, the interlocking of stones and bricks which point to the labour of our predecessors and stand for strength, power and stout resistance. Humans thus adhere and cling to the sheltering experience that walls provide, even when paradoxically, as we shall explain, walls exert paranoid effects upon human psyche (Fig. 2) relevant within the contemporary political climate. In a chapter called 'The Crystallization of the City', this ardent follower of Patrick Geddes challenges the usual tropes about the historical city and the dominant romanticised ideas about the 'aptness of its scale', its superior adjustment to the conveniences of life and the customary applauding of its good design.
25 By contrast, he traces the emergence of walled cities to the expansion of warfare and military activities. Mumford writes with considerable detail about the citadel ('little city') in the city's heart, articulating the instances in which it first had, at a small scale, most of the city's amenities. He states that in the citadel we find:
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the first foreign office, the first bureaucracy, the first court of law (at the gate of the palace), likewise, from the temple quarter, the first astronomical observatory, the first library, the first school and college: not least the first 'theatre'. All these flourished in the citadel before there were any independent municipal equivalents with a larger domain to work in, or any question of democratic participation.
26
This description of the citadel that has always been part of the walling system of the city, shows the privilege and the supremacy that was given to the military. The author's sensitivity and perception in this respect make him a forerunner of the works within social sciences that would follow a decade later. Mumford poignantly draws our attention to a moment in the city's history when two separate social institutions, the fortress and the shrine, had merged into one (Fig. 3 ). This aspect is often forgotten and taken for granted. He reminds us that at some point either the shrine moved into the citadel or its sacred boundaries were placed around the stronghold. This has made the structure unbreakable and sacrosanct because 'it is only for their gods that men exert themselves so extravagantly'.
27
The process of urbanisation, that drew people within the city walls to live closer, Mumford saw as a mark of an anthropological shift from the rites of fertility and understanding of nature, to the wider cult of physical power. Once humans had lost charge of their own life and direct relationship to the land, once they became urban and enclosed within the city walls, they became more delicate and frail. The loss of understanding of the needs of life made it possible for the king's word to become law. The sovereign power was backed by military force, and helped by the overestimation of the roles of physical competency and organised control as determinates of communal life.
28
In regards to physical weakness, the inhabitants of the city turned towards the cult of exercising and of setting up gymnasia. Consequently, the process of urbanisation and a new kind of enclosed city life became linked to the emergence of the first Olympic Games in Ancient Greece.
With regard to non-physical mental fragility, the enclosed city dwellers became prone to anxious and paranoid states of mind, which, Mumford argued, had, as their main factors, dwelling densities and the constant increase in fortification in the anticipation of enemies. The emergence of tragedy in ancient Greece was a means of releasing the accumulated tension. As documented in political studies, this moment of psychological frailty was throughout history consciously utilised by rulers to manipulate citizens. By the calculated creation of paranoia and by spreading anxiety, ruling elites provided a reliable means of raising revenue for the military and state apparatuses in general. Mumford gives the responsibility to walls: 'Thus a paranoid psychical structure was preserved and transmitted by the walled city: the collective expression of a too heavily armoured personality.'
29
This perception of the walled city as a heavily armoured entity reveals the truly problematic role of the city in its delineation of sovereign power. As the physical means increased, Mumford writes: 'this one-sided power mythology, sterile indeed, hostile to life, pushed its way into every corner of the urban scene and found, in the new institution of organised war, its completest expression.' 30 Mumford's central argument is that preparing and investing in thoroughgoing military machinery-in the case of the fifteenth century-the city's fortifications do not create a feeling of security among its citizens, but rather the opposite. They begin to fear for themselves: a fear that provides an underlining basis for the (distorted) perception about the need for further militarisation, in the name of defence. The actual awareness of order in regards to what came first becomes lost, as fear breeds fear and more walls.
It was therefore only with the formation of fortified walled cities that humans found themselves in a situation of feeling terror and under threat by a presumed enemy-a human enemy.
31
This is unlike the feeling that prevailed before, when humans were unarmed, exposed to the elements and fearing animals (rural phase).
This structurally conditioned and crystallised need for the enemy, for the opposition (and by extension, the confrontation), is the most terrifying aspect of the architectonics that comes to determine the 316 Walling and the city: the effects of walls and walling within the city space Gordana Fontana-Giusti minds of the citizens involved. More poignantly, this instance comes to mould the metaphysics of urban spatiality and of our metropolitan culture in Europe and the West in general. The effects of this phenomenon, which is a direct consequence of the ideology linked to the walled city, has never deserted Western societies, their cities and the legacy of their spatiality. Once morphed, it became a condition, an urban stratum that was there to stay, part of our long-lasting urban geography. It has passed into the patterns of life, into a set of unwritten rules understood as common sense. The principle of opposition became an intrinsic component of Western thought as various philosophies incorporated it at their most general and deepest levels.
32
The City in History was written before the publication of the seminal twentieth-century critical texts on society, power relationships and ideological state apparatuses by Michel Foucault and Louis Althusser, and therefore this analysis by Mumford is a significant milestone for the history of thought in general and the history of architecture and urbanism in particular. It remains both modern and timeless in the way in which it theorises the psychological effects of the technology of the war machine, the fortified city and their ideology. In respect to the time when it was written Mumford's scrutiny reveals the intellectual bravery of a humanist rising beyond prevalent ways of thinking. 33 
Alberti and the logistics of walling
In Leon Battista Alberti's De re aedificatoria, 34 we can find the confirmation of the arguments raised by Lewis Mumford. Alberti's treatise was the first book on urbanism that had systematically addressed concerns linked to the growth of the cities exemplified by the enlargement of built-up areas and the intensification of urban flows including those of human flesh, materials, information and energy. It is symptomatic that Alberti refers to cities primarily in terms of their strategic position and military role, stating unambiguously that cities were made not only for defence but for offence and the waging of wars in general. This has always been the troubling aspect of De re aedificatoria, a feeling not eased when considered in the context of other Quattrocento texts such as Filarete's Sforzinda and Francesco di Giorgio Martini's Tratatti di architettura,ingegneria e arte militare. Laurana's and Martini's designs of the fortified palazzo for the condottiere Federico da Montefeltro, the duke of Urbino, testify to the same point (figs 4, 5) . 35 The works of Filarete and Martini show the extent to which architecture, surveillance, structural concerns and military engineering were linked and interlocked in the process of making a fifteenth-century city. Both Martini and Filarete referred to Alberti and his treatise as their major source. The historical context that preceded the emergence of De re aedificatoria is instructive for understanding Alberti's position. It was the period when Alberti was in the service of a papacy that was trying to stabilise its position. When Pope Eugenius IV was expelled from Rome in 1434 he was forced to move around the peninsula seeking refuge in the cities of Florence, Bologna, Perugia and Ferrara. As abbreviatore apostolico, 36 Alberti was obliged to move with The treatise contains numerous historical references. By writing in this way about the organisation of past civilisations, Alberti aimed to justify the spatial stratification he planned for fifteenthcentury urban inhabitants. Being well-read in Cicero and St Augustine, Alberti had analysed the society of his time and argued that the city space and its architecture should adequately represent its various groups of people. 38 He had unearthed ancient opinions, recorded mainly by Plutarch, and had explored the way in which societies were 'divided' and organised. 39 In Alberti's interpretation, Aristotle's Politics argues pragmatically for the benefit of selecting the 'worthy common' people to serve the state, while Plato is mentioned in the context of the responsibility of those in power.
40
After a lengthy discussion, Alberti's conclusion on society and buildings is fairly segregationist: 'all the above are different parts of the state, and each should be designated a different type of building'.
41
Although the principle of resemblance as the dominant episteme at the time would explain the sliding comparisons between the realm of philosophical ideas about society and the material world, the two realms had never been related in this direct manner before. Alberti collates and brings together elements previously held distinct. 42 In this way he brought the world of ideas and the material realm into a direct dialogue. Consequently, his book on the art of building is a treatise on architecture and the city, but is also a profoundly opinionated text. The book is innovative as it strives to dissociate its thought from the established arguments of the past, into a new realm.
Speaking on the phenomenological level, the writer addresses city life, where new realities have emerged, such as the circulation of foreign goods, exchange and the emergence of a new class of people. 43 In De re aedificatoria's openness to discussing all aspects of life, the arguments used are always both spatial and political. It is possible to argue that Alberti had succeeded in putting his ideas into practice in the wider project of rebuilding the city of Rome at a time when the papacy was seeking stability. The development envisaged by Alberti included the relocation of the Pope's headquarters from the Lateran to the Vatican, the building of the new St Peter's, together with buildings and churches in the Borgo. His plan was ultimately completed, although it took several generations of architects and popes to see it through (Fig. 6 ).
The various roles for the faç ade walls
In order to achieve the most suitable architectural form for the city Alberti proposed a new design strategy which on a concrete physical level could be described as a deployment of the walls and wall surfaces in a radically new way.
The main task of the external city walls remains to defend its citizens: a function that requires heavy fortifications with regularly positioned towers and a good strategic placement of the city overall. Excellent views that control the surrounding and approaching roads or the sea are essential. 44 Following this are recommendations about gates and roads. Alberti suggests that the roads should meander gently, so that they would appear longer, and therefore make the town appear larger in size. Buildings should all have faç ades to the streets so that citizens might keep an eye on visitors or potential enemies -'if the enemy gains access, he will risk injury, his front and flank being exposed as much as his back.'
45
Although Alberti initially distinguishes between the layout of the city for a tyrant or for a king, in his discussion this differentiation disappears at times. He draws historical examples suggesting that the divided city (on several hills or with a river in between) has been proven to be more 'free of civil discord'. He argues for a protected core: for the important citizens, so that they do not mix with the others who might be 'of a nuisance'. Crucially and strategically, Alberti proposes an internal wall that would divide the city and protect rulers from the rebellion of their own people. This is poignantly described as:
This internal wall should be planned so as to touch every district of the town. As in all other city walls, so especially in this case, the construction must be robust and bold in all its details, and so high as to dominate the roofs of any private houses. . .
46
In outlining the design for palaces, Alberti compares the public parts of the house such as the atrium or the salon to the public squares of the city: an analogy between the city and the house for which his work is well known. While he demonstrates interest in discussing plan he often comes back to the public aspects and the all-important faç ades. It becomes evident that the appearance of the faç ades of the new edifices grew in significance, leading Alberti to introduce a decorative and hierarchical use of orders. With that in mind, Alberti reinstalls the usage of flattened columns-pilasters-most notably on the Palazzo Rucellai, in Florence. 47 Pilasters are effective as they give the appearance of columns and of the articulation of walls, whilst being merely ornamental. According to Alberti's rules of decorum, this ornate 'scripture on the wall' should observe aesthetic requirements as described by Vitruvius and as seen on ancient ruins, while depicting the social standing of its 320
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48
The wall thus becomes the place which carries the regulating ornamentation which is embroidered upon it. In this manner Alberti's scholarly rhetoric on decorum depends upon this overpowering regime of the wall surface. Once flattened and ordered, the surface sublimated within itself the moral discourse on decorum, and can no longer be detached from it. The final finishing of the wall surface is explained in detail. As such it is a weighty matter for Alberti and a source of pleasure in its own right.
This form of simulation and of architectural mimicry established as a set of design rules, shows us how the faç ade wall becomes a superimposition of aesthetic, social and military requirements. We can argue that through De re aedificatoria, its subsequent dissemination and related practice, the fifteenth-century architectural canon inaugurated this triple role of the faç ade wall.
These norms endured throughout the sixteenth century and onwards. The faç ades conceived within the logic of this canon became a model to be copied throughout European urban space.
49
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this type of faç ade wall appeared whenever a building was to claim its significance, magnitude, certain aesthetic qualities linked to its status and a certain form of institutional power.
The newly introduced high and robust walls of the palaces for the wealthy have appropriated a military invention: the strong wall previously featuring as the perimeter city wall only. Consequently, the walls of palaces separated citizens within the same city in a way which was not the case in mediaeval times. This condition reinforced a new set of power relationships that kept some persons safe and within the dignity of aesthetically pleasing solid palaces, at the price of excluding others. In this way the walls of Renaissance palaces became thicker and stronger than any walls of the wealthy before. Furthermore, by incorporating ancient decorative orders previously used only on temples, the new urban palaces appeared more elevated and of the essence.
Alberti's Palazzo Rucellai in Florence, built between 1446-7 and 1451 for a wealthy merchant and his family, was a palace of this kind (Fig. 7) . 50 Its close predecessor, the Palazzo Medici built in the same city in 1444 by Michelozzo di Bartolommeo, shared some of the same characteristics, mainly its well-pronounced rusticated faç ade wall (Fig. 8) .
Whilst maintaining this aspect in common with Michelozzo's building, the Palazzo Rucellai's use of flattened pilasters and horizontal entablature is entirely new. 51 The Palazzo Piccolomini in Pienza, built after 1459 by Bernardo Rossellino, followed the same design principles as the Rucellai building (Fig. 9) . 52 The later Palazzo Strozzi, also in Florence, begun by Benedetto da Maiano in 1489 and completed in 1538, had well-executed fully-rusticated walls but did not possess pilasters (Fig. 10) . The use of thinner and flatter rusticated cladding combined with pilasters, as applied on the Rucellai palace, appears to be Alberti's own invention. The employment of orders qualifies the Rucellai palace as a possible predecessor to Bramante's 1501-1510 Palazzo Caprini in the Vatican's Borgo (known as the 'House of Raphael': Fig. 11 ). Similar flat features in respect to the use of stone cladding and pilasters appear on the Palazzo Massimo in Rome designed 1532-36 by Baldassarre Peruzzi (Fig. 12) . This palazzo, built after the destruction of the city in 1527, whose curved faç ade follows 
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Walling and the city: the effects of walls and walling within the city space Gordana Fontana-Giusti the perimeter of the ancient Roman stadium of Domitian (86 AD), is a fine example of sixteenthcentury building practice and urban layering. Another instance in this series is the Palazzo Farnese, also in Rome, first designed in 1517 by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, who was Bramante's assistant (Fig. 13) . The design of the windows follows that of the Palazzo Caprini's, where the orders around the windows are articulated by half-circular columns. 53 Outside these well-known examples, there are others such as the sixteenth-century Palazzo Malaspina in Ascoli Piceno, attributed to Cola dell'Amatrice, who had studied under Bramante and Raphael (Fig. 14) .
54
The new building type of the private town house (palazzo) thus emerged in the second half of the fifteenth and the first half of the sixteenth centuries, marking a new urban landscape. The city space was 
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On paries paries and and muri muri
The confirmation of this change in the practice of walling may be observed in the subsequent etymology of the related terms. The term paries had originally meant any wall both inner and outer, of a house or any building; while the term for the perimeter city wall had been murus. This usage and meanings were established in antiquity. 55 As such these two clearly distinct terms continued through the Middle Ages, appearing in Alberti's Latin manuscript and in the first printed edition of De re aedificatoria published in 1485. Alberti mentions walls (paries) at the beginning of his treatise when he introduces the six main parts of the art of building.
56
Later on he defines the wall (paries) as 'the wall (parietam) we shall term all that structure which rises from the ground upward in order to support the weight of the roof, or which acts as a screen to provide privacy for the interior voids of the building.' 57 Therefore Alberti meant both loadbearing and partitioning structures. 'Paries' in the plural as synecdoche also meant 'houses' 58 -houses within ancient and mediaeval cities were often understood as a sum total of paries-the residential edifices that sometimes shared party walls, often leaning upon each other and forming a joint urban tissue (see Figure 2 above). A very different structure was the outer city wall, murus. In its primary sense the term murus denotes a military structure: a perimeter wall built for defence. 60 This was its usage in antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages, and it appears as such in Alberti. The emerging practice and the related doctrine formulated in De re aedificatoria were the conditions that allowed this usage to change. As a consequence, the term began to be used for the outer walls of the buildings within the city, starting with the palaces for the wealthy.
The English term wall is only apparently a different word to murus. It is an adoption from the LowGerman wal, or a Saxon and Anglo-Frisian assimilation of the Latin vallum. Its first meaning is 'a rampart of earth, stone or other material constructed for defensive purposes'. In the sense in which it denotes defensive structure, the wall is therefore close to 'muri' and distinct from 'paries'. In the dissemination of these terms, the ancient word for the walls of buildings, 'paries', that was in use in Alberti's original text written in Latin, had lost its primary meaning in the sixteenth century. The evidence for this is found in Cosimo Bartoli's (1565) edition of L'Architettura di Leon Battista Alberti, containing the Italian translation of Alberti's treatise, which no longer refers to the walls as 'paries', as the new meaning and usage became reserved solely for light internal partitions. 61 Alberti's original term 'paries' in Bartoli's edition was replaced by the Italian 'mura', 62 while in De re aedificatoria's subsequent translations in French and English, 'paries' was replaced by 'les murs', and 'walls' respectively. 63 The ancient term 'paries', acquired, from the sixteenth century onwards, a new usage in anatomy to denote the membranes of bodies, as may be seen in Vesalius's works (Fig. 15) . 64 Therefore, regarding the spatiality of 'paries' and 'muri', we can conclude that the military 'structure' that was previously the 'wall of the city' moved inwards to become the 'wall of the house', whilst the 'walls of a house' moved inwards to mark the 'wall of the human body'. We can speculate about the effects of this spatial setup that thus provided a metaphysical delineation for a separate, 'walled', as it were, 'individual' identity. This concept became central in philosophical/theological debates throughout the sixteenth century. 65 
Legacy of walling and simulacrum
Following the logic of this analysis of the nature of walling, it is possible to extend the argument and re-examine this legacy further. The fact that the post-Quattrocento palaces had faç ades that could be independent of their structure, and decorated with ancient ornaments, appears natural to a contemporary reader. Yet, historically speaking, this instance marks a leap of enormous significance for architecture. Whilst examples of comparable decoration have been linked to sacred buildings before and as such have become a distinct phenomenon with its own theorising and practice, this instance marks the moment when orders as simulacrum have entered into secular architectural practice, as men developed the confidence to put the holy orders, previously reserved for gods, on the faç ades of their own houses. 66 The layered walls of simulacrum are now part of the physical mechanism of the delineation of urban space, in a new distribution of power and the emerging practice of urban power relationships. 67 
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Walling and the city: the effects of walls and walling within the city space Gordana Fontana-Giusti Figure 16 . We therefore remain mindful that the geometry of post-fifteenth-century walling has introduced cuts into the urban tissue and a set of obstacles within the previously more intimate public space of the city (Fig. 16) . Additionally, the walls of the new palaces often appropriated whole portions of the city space and made it theirs. Thus a significant quantity of public area was cut off and made into defensible possessions of the privileged. This had unprecedentedly disquieting effects, as thick walls slashing through the city space undermined and displaced the idea of the united civitas envisaged by Alberti. 68 The wall is primarily an obstacle, a barrier and an impediment. The experience of a solid wall suggests impenetrability, opposition, exclusion and potentially confrontation. We have also explained how walls can generate paranoid effects. These qualities make walls a useful instrument of power, an effective physical manifestation of authority and its supremacy-related representations. That is the reason why walls have subsequently been linked to institutions such as the prison, the hospital and the asylum.
Modernism, walling and concluding remarks
Modernism struggled with the idea of impenetrable walls insofar as they collided with the openness and liveliness of the urban dynamism it aimed to promote. Although there were branches of Modernism that kept the solidity of walls ( 
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Lustrous Modernist buildings, made mainly of glass, thus provided another kind of experience: that of transparency (Fig. 17) . The effects of transparency became a topos of its own in contemporary architectural theory 70 as the achievements of Modernism in relation to transparency have been one of its noteworthy legacies (Fig. 18) . 71 We will not address this subject here, other than to argue that the effects of transparency have disturbed and altered the long-lasting economy between enclosures and open spaces, and crucially the one between the private and the public space. Twentieth-century thinkers such as Walter Benjamin, and more recently Beatriz Colomina and Hilda Heynen, have discussed the consequences propounded by the modernist city. As the modern city tended to distance us from an old and apparently 'authentic' experience of the world, it offered a new one, where events and feelings are mediated through transparency on various levels including the media. 72 Colomina has argued that architecture only becomes modern in its engagement with the media, thus displacing the traditional sense of space and of the subject. 73 Glass walls in contemporary streets and squares, shop-fronts, transparent office spaces provide a qualitatively different and perhaps less paranoid urban experience (Fig. 19) . At the same time these new demarcations are not apolitical, entirely benevolent or porous and certain boundaries can remain remarkably persistent.
Consequently, Modernism's drive for openness and transparency exemplified in clear glass walls and open grounds has had only limited emancipatory effects. Innovative design practices have not succeeded in fully surpassing the outcomes of the traditional category of the wall boundary and its articulation of spaces. Particularly on the level of human consciousness, the long-lasting effects of walls remain. Although gravely challenged by the theory of late-twentieth-century critical thinkers and by some radical architectural practices, the crystallised and geologised effects of walls are still within the pattern of our minds. The fact that the idea of the wall is linked to linearity-one of the central metaphysical notions-renders wall effects persistent and secure. 74 As long as these metaphysical prerequisites continue to inform our psyche, certain forms of opposition will persist in being present, produced and experienced. It is imperative for scholars and practitioners in both architecture and social sciences to continue to confront the antagonism and paranoia of walling and to nurture critical practices that can re-inscribe less divisive phenomena. Contemporary cities have reached a new trans-national level that necessitates a more thorough dissolution of old identities, territorialities and their effects. Various voices in philosophy and in architecture have argued that there is a need to set objects, images and information free, to achieve improved mobility and a better combinatory potential for all architectural production (Fig. 20) . 75 The effects of these desired new conditions have been significantly less addressed, although the sought-after disintegration /reintegration of objects, images and information is already in the process.
As many instances of knowledge and practice have been left undetermined, we cannot remain passive. Images are no longer anchored by representation, they float weightless in cyberspace and we have to be able to relate to them. Words and their definitions have ceased to be unequivocal, and meanings slip, but we still need to be able to communicate with them. Driven by increasing demand and the economy, buildings need to emerge; we have to form them and relate their shape, effects and character to the space they configure. The challenge is to take the new world of unfolding multitudes productively farther in a way in which one can subvert the old grid of representation, including the paranoid and ultimately war-mongering legacy of walling analysed here.
We face a potentially new relationship between the real and the imaginary. This condition has a creative capability that needs to be lived through in a way that will critically reposition the old practices. By that I mean that all possible networks of relationships could be radically reconsidered, including walls and walling. We might think afresh about the curious web of architectural walling in Europe as a networked exoskeleton that affects us all and therefore needs to be re-inscribed in an inclusive and unrestricted way, drawing from its creativity and revealing the pitfalls of its paranoid history. 
